
                      4TH MRB DEFENSIVE CHECKLIST
TASK CRP 1ST 2ND 3RD OTHER CAR ATC TFA TFD TFR

Local security established?

Have vehicles visited their fighting positions?

Are grids confirmed to fighting positions?

Have holes been proofed by vehicle crew?

Is spoil broke down and hole camouflaged?

Are fields of fire cleared?

Are vehicle range cards complete?

Dead space covered with indirect fires?

Are routes rehearsed and timed from hide to BP?

Are positions marked for lim vis occupation?

Searchlight drills rehearsed for lim vis?

Was a lim vis occupation rehearsed?

Has MRC CDR or DEP inspected holes?

Are TRPs emplaced/marked for lim vis (IR+thermal)?

Are limited vis TRPs emplaced?

TRPs targeted on obstacles and reverse side?

TRPs assigned to crews?

Are obstacles w/in range of BMP main gun?

Do two tanks cover each sector?

Are MRPs mutually supporting?

Does 2/3 of MRC cover your obstacles?

Coordination with friendly adjacent units?

Miles checks complete?

PL checks complete?

Did fwd units (w/TDAM) practiced withdrawal?

Does rest plan support security and anti-desante?

Deception (turrets/hides/minefields) planned/emplaced?

PCIs complete?

Rehearsed and timed rts from reserve to firing lines?

Vehicles boresighted?

Rehearse repositioning?

Rehearse berm drills?

Pre-stock planned and rehearsed?

Volley fire rehearsed?

Plan to check wire at BMNT?

Rehearsed ADA (star cluster) plan?

Do you have friendly scout locations/withdrawal routes?

Do you have air def, retrans, IEW loc/withdrawal rts?

Have your rehearsed POL with infantry in your sector?

Do crews know counter-recon plan?

Rehearsed closure of obstacles and backup plan?

Rehearsed UMZ/MOD emplacement?

Does each crew have FASCAM/Obstacle overlay?

Has MRC CDR or DEP proofed EA?

Do crews know no-move time?

Is MRC sector sketch complete?

Rehearsed succession of command?

Can MRC Cdrs C2 from position?

Briefed MRC on risk assessment and safety?

Submit defensive worksheet.

Submit MRC sector sketch.

Submit maintenance status and players list.



                                           4TH MRB DEFENSIVE WORKSHEET
   _______  MRC

OBSTACLES
OBSTACLE START END GRID TO LANE COMPLETED

TYPE/# POINT POINT IN OBSTACLE

VEHICLE POSITIONS
VEHICLE BP GRID PRESTOCK HIDE

                       TRPs                       HIDES
NUMBER GRID HIDE TIME TO BP

RESERVE/ATC/CAR
LOCATION GRID ROUTE TIME DESTINATION


